A THOUGHT LEADERSHIP INITATIVE FROM

THE CONCEPT
In 2014, the Government of Nova Scotia released a report that painted a grim picture of
an economy in decline. An aging population, out-migration of youth and rising
unemployment threatened the viability of our province.
The Chronicle Herald saw an opportunity to be a rallying voice, championing a provincewide attitudinal shift to stem the decline and drive the change our province needs to
succeed.
Our job is not to be the voice for Nova Scotians. Rather, it’s to be the place where those
voices gather. Voices that represent government, business, communities, education, the
arts and culture. We are the vehicle for these voices, reaching from one end of our
province to the other.

THE APPROACH
Aligning content, journalistic capacity, influence, partnerships, and an awards initiative,
the Now! Nova Scotia program became the Herald’s flagship offering that provides the
leadership required to change attitudes in our province.
Now! Nova Scotia is a fully integrated program with each component playing a deliberate
and intentional role to accomplish a singular goal: change attitudes in Nova Scotia.
To accomplish this, the structure and content of Now! Nova Scotia consistently includes
three main components:

ATTITUDINAL SHIFT | PARTNERSHIPS | ENGAGING OFFERING

ATTITUDINAL SHIFT
Whether it’s thought-provoking commentary or a story about a growing business, the
pervasive goal for every story written, every partnership secured and every award given
is to shift attitudes to help Nova Scotians choose curiosity over cynicism, look for
opportunities instead of obstacles, engage in action instead of apathy and believe that
better is always possible.
We constantly ask ourselves: “will this help to change attitudes, is this partner motivated
to change attitudes or does it celebrate how we’ve moved the needle in this area?”

PARTNERSHIPS
Changing attitudes cannot be accomplished alone. To have the impact we need, we had to
be selective in choosing like-minded partners who will help to be leaders and drive
change in our province.
The partners we brought on board span across government, educational institutions,
industry organizations and province-wide companies.
Each of our partners helps to:
•
•
•
•
•

Inform and direct the content, specifically topics and story opportunities
Pay for the additional distribution of the publication
Sponsor content
Purchase advertising
Participate in the Now! Nova Scotia Good News awards program as a judge

PARTNERSHIPS
Through partnerships with the following organizations we generated $154,500 in revenue

ENGAGING CONTENT
With the overarching tone set, we then layer on specific topics to create engagement,
consistency and a year-long focus that allows us to build the conversation and critical
mass around particular topics and themes.
These themes remain consistent throughout our content, partnerships, award
nominations and winner selection.
These are our six “C’s” – our drivers for change:

CONTENT STRATEGY
Armed with a commitment to
changing attitudes and remaining
critically optimistic, our Now! Nova Scotia
editorial team developed a rigorous
content strategy aimed at showing
readers that inspiring news of innovation,
collaboration and bold ideas oozes out of
every corner of our province.”
Colette O’Hara
Chief Strategy Officer

We’ve created a robust bank of potential
content by:
• Leveraging our partners’ expertise
and leadership to create thoughtprovoking content relevant to their
experiences and industries.
• Utilizing the award nominations we
receive for hundreds of “good news”
story ideas.

DIGITAL CONTENT
All content produced for Now! Nova Scotia lives on
a dedicated page on our website.
New content is added weekly and categorized by
our six themes.
Through a right-rail navigation menu and in-story
links we encourage visitors to stay on our site
longer and delve deeper into our content.
Digital content is promoted through our social
media feeds as it becomes available.

PRINT CONTENT
Now! Nova Scotia content appears on dedicated
pages every Tuesday in print.
The first Tuesday of every month we feature an
extended edition - a tabloid sized, magazine-style
insert with content based around one of our six
themes.
All other Tuesday editions feature a double page
spread of Now! Nova Scotia content in our front
news section.

THE AWARDS
The Now! Nova Scotia Good News Awards are the
hallmark of the Now! program, recognizing Nova Scotians
who are taking bold steps toward helping us meet the
targets of the Now or Never report.
While the purpose of the awards is to celebrate good news
makers, equally important to The Chronicle Herald was to
use this initiative as a way for us to demonstrate that a
different approach is possible.
We wanted to challenge the conventions around
traditional, conservative, rigid award programs to show
that things can be done differently, even in places where
the rules seem to be set.

AWARDS CRITERIA
Rather than us deciding what constitutes good news, we allowed nominators to tell us what
they believe success looks like.
This ensured Nova Scotians retained ownership over who they want to celebrate and on what
basis.
Six awards were given to organizations or individuals who demonstrated the traits of an
entrepreneurial mindset, or had been a guiding driver for change in one of our six over-arching
themes:

NOMINATIONS
The nomination process was simplified as much as possible.
In order to nominate an award candidate, submissions needed only to answer four questions:
•
•
•
•

Who are you nominating, and what makes them worthy?
What is your nominee trying to change, make better or revolutionize?
What measurable impact have they had?
How has your nominee actioned or shown a commitment to the attributes of an entrepreneurial
mindset or one of the six themes of change ?

Nominations were collected from May through to the end of September, 2017, driven by a fully
integrated marketing campaign.

PROMOTION: May - September
As we prepared to promote Now! Nova Scotia and the Good News Awards, we declared that
we wanted to create a movement around good news.
Good news galvanizes people. It gives them a common reason to celebrate. It demonstrates
that better is possible.
We wanted to be simple, direct and cut to the heart of the matter. Everyone – from farmers to
executives – needed to feel that the awards were open to them.
The creative needed to be on-brand, communicate optimism, be forward-thinking and create a
sense of momentum.

PROMOTION: May - September
The call for nominations was promoted extensively
through a mix of print, digital, social and radio.
Print

Our partners helped to promote the awards
through their corporate newsletters and social
feeds.

Digital

We reached out to 52 industry associations and
armed them with a package they could send to
their members, including pre-written social media
posts that they used to help us spread us the word.

Partners

Social
Radio
Associations

CREATIVE: Print
Full page print ads in The Chronicle Herald and our weekly community papers.

CREATIVE: Digital
Digital ads echoed the print campaign and a variety of sizes were used to reach users on various devices.
Placements included iPad, mobile, desktop display ads and a button located on the right rail of the Now!
Nova Scotia section on our website. Site takeovers including skins were used as the deadline drew near to
prompt urgency as a final push for nominations.

CREATIVE: Social
Social posts were used regularly on both The
Chronicle Herald and Now! Nova Scotia channels.
Video was used in a paid campaign on Facebook
and Twitter (check it out! It’s been uploaded with
this entry).

THE JUDGES
Our panel of judges was comprised of one representative from each of our Award
partners, and three internal staff from The Chronicle Herald:
PARTNER JUDGES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Halifax Partnership
Michelin
NSCC
Nova Scotia Business Inc.
RBC
Sobeys
Stewart McKelvey Lawyers

INTERNAL JUDGES:
•
•
•

Mark Lever, President and CEO
Sheryl Grant, Senior Director, Digital
Product Management
Colleen Cosgrove, Director, Product
Design

JUDGING PROCESS
The 193 nominations received were short-listed to 30 by senior staff at The Chronicle Herald.
Each of our 10 judges were asked to score the 30 short-listed submissions (on a scale of one to 10)
based on how they felt the nomination aligned with these five questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Is this nominee creating significant impact and is that impact broader than just themselves?
Does this nominee demonstrate a solution that solves a problem in an unconventional way or bust through red
tape?
Does this nominee provide an example of leadership for how Nova Scotia will move into its future or does it
provide an example of what that future needs to look like?
Does the person involved with this nomination demonstrate an ability to continue to be a change-maker beyond
this project?
Does this nominee demonstrate the idea of "entrepreneurial spirit" in the broadest sense" choosing curiosity over
cynicism, seeing opportunity rather than obstacles, engaging in action instead of apathy and believing in better.

JUDGING PROCESS
The rankings of each of the judges determined our top 10 finalists.
Finalists were contacted and asked to complete the nomination form in their own words
(vs. from the perspective of the original nominee) to provide our judges for their final
round of consideration.
Our panel of judges was asked to once again consider the same questions and rank each
finalist.
These rankings determined our six award winners.

THE EVENT
We care more about the impact of our awards event than the optics of it.
With that in mind, we opted to take the money that would have otherwise been used for
a more opulent gathering and, instead, directed it to make more good news.
One of our six award winners would leave the event with $20,000 to grow their idea…
…Because putting money into the hands of people who are already making good news
just makes good sense!

THE EVENT
The awards event was held on Giving Tuesday – November 28, 2017 in Halifax, Nova
Scotia at the Canadian Museum of Immigration in Halifax. Perfectly suited, as one of the
goals of the Now or Never report is to grow international immigration.
The format was an evening pitch -style event where our six award winners were able to
profile their good work through a four minute Dragon’s Den-style pitch for the $20,000
grand prize. They had to prove how they would make more good news if they won the
cash. No technology was permitted, however they were allowed to use any other creative
props or displays they wished. There was a two minute question period after each pitch.
Our panel of judges deliberated and voted to determine the $20,000 grand prize winner.

THE WINNERS

FOUND Forgotten Food

Techsploration

Smarter Spaces

AND OUR $20,000 GRAND PRIZE WINNER:
BEEA Honey with Heart

Halifax Paper Hearts

Now Lunenburg County

THE WINNERS
Each winner was profiled within the pages of Now! Nova Scotia throughout the month of November
leading up to the awards event, with a follow up story on the grand prize winner after the event.

THE RESULTS
Total revenue generated from this program was $154,500 (120% increase over 2016) through the
partnership with 13 community sponsors, each of whom embody the spirit of the Now or Never
Report and are community leaders in working towards a strong, thriving and globally competitive
Nova Scotia.
Through the awards submission process, the 193 nominations received provide hundreds of potential
story ideas of inspirational Nova Scotians working towards change that we can use for our content
plan for the coming year.
Visitors from all over the world consumed our Now! content: Canada, UK, USA, Ireland, Brazil,
Vietnam, South Africa, Australia, Bangladesh, Switzerland, Egypt, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Lithuania,
Morocco, Mexico, Norway, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Taiwan, Tanzania, Greece, Italy, South Korea,
Malaysia, Samoa

THE RESULTS: By the numbers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total Now! Nova Scotia editorial page views: 82,395
Unique page views: 75,343
Average time on page: 2:17 (site average – 1:27)
% of new users consuming Now! content: 39%
# Stories produced: 216
# of Award submissions: 193 (48.5% increase over last year), surpassing our goal by 28.7%
Partnership Revenue generated: $154,000 (120% increase over last year)
After event/prize revenue: $124,000
Number of community partners: 13 (160% increase over last year)

THE EVENT: In pictures
OUR WINNERS

THE EVENT: In pictures

THE EVENT: In pictures

THE EVENT: In pictures

